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I. INTRODUCTION

The renormalization group (RG) theory has on-

tributed to the desription of the ritial phenomena ob-

served in systems at equilibrium very lose to their seond

order transition points where the order parameter of the

transition goes to zero ontinuously [1℄. Very di�erent

physial systems an be grouped within the same univer-

sality lass [1, 2℄ if they have the same dimension d of the

spae, and the same dimension n of the order parameter

(OP) density, respetively. For eah given lass, the RG

theory predits the existene of two dimensionless param-

eters harateristi of eah system belonging to this lass

[1, 3, 4, 5, 6℄. This result is a veri�ation of the two-sale

fator universality hypothesis [7℄. However, the theory is

unable to provide values for these two parameters whih

are system-dependent.

In the present study, we propose a phenomenologial

determination of these two harateristi parameters for

a pure �uid at equilibrium very lose to its gas-liquid

ritial point (CP). We demonstrate that the asymptoti

singular behaviour of suh near-ritial �uid an be om-

pletely de�ned by four di�erent ritial parameters whih

are: i) the ritial pressure, pc; ii) the ritial temper-

ature, Tc; iii) the ritial density, �c; iv) the ommon

limiting ritial slope, 
0

c, in the p;T diagram, of the sat-

uration vapor pressure urve and the ritial isohore at

the ritial point. As a result, the two sale fators har-

ateristi of eah pure �uid an be related to these four

quantities.

In order to derive the expliit forms of the two sale

fators, we selet the two asymptoti amplitudes, �+ and

D c
as being the two independent (but eah one system-

dependent) parameters. �+ is the asymptoti amplitude

for the dimensionless orrelation length, ‘�; along the

ritial isohore in the single phase region. D c
is the

amplitude for the dimensionless hemial potential di�er-

ene, �� �

�p = ���p � ���p;c, along the ritial isotherm (here

the hemial potential refers to the normalized thermo-

dynamis per partile). All the pure �uids onstitute a

sub-lass within the universality lass d = 3 and n = 1

[8, 9℄, for whih the asymptoti behaviour is then om-

pletely determined provided that the same de�nitions for

dimensionless quantities an be used for any pure �uid.

Therefore, we also propose in this study an expliit sele-

tion of the two marosopi parameters of energy dimen-

sion and length dimension, respetively, whih are nees-

sary to formulate a desription of the ritial phenomena

observed lose to the CP in terms of the dimensionless

variables.

In the next setion 2, we reall the main results of the

RG theory for d = 3 and n = 1 whih are needed for a

orret desription (in terms of �+ and D c
) of the uni-

versal features of the ritial behavior for the pure �uid

sublass. In setion 3, we unequivoally de�ne four dif-

ferent quantities harateristi of pure �uids in terms of

Tc, pc, �c and 
0

c. Then we introdue (�c)
�1

= kB Tc and

�c =

�
kB Tc
pc

� 1

d

(kB is the Boltzmann's onstant), as units

of length and energy, respetively, to made dimension-

less all the thermodynamis properties and orrelations

funtions. The remaining two dimensionless parameters

are Yc = 
0

c
Tc
pc

� 1 and Zc =
pcm �p

�ckB Tc
(m �p is the mole-

ular mass of the �uid partile). In setion 4, we give

relations whih enable the unequivoal alulation of the

amplitudes, �+ and D c
, knowing Yc and Zc. The agree-

ment with the existing experimental data is very good.

Using these relations, we propose in setion 5, a sale

dilatation method of the physial �elds whih provide a

formulation of the asymptoti universality for the pure

�uid sublass equivalent to the one obtained from the

RG methods applied to the omplete universality lass.

For rossing CP along the thermodynami path orre-

sponding to the ritial isohore, this formulation uses

quantities suh as pressure and temperature whih are

diretly aessible with experiments. We onlude after

a qualitative omparison to the reent results of Bagnuls

and Bervillier [10℄ given in setion 6.

http://arxiv.org/abs/cond-mat/0512347v1
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II. RECALL OF THE MAIN RESULTS

OBTAINED FROM RG THEORY

The theoretial results will be onerned with systems

(noted S) belonging to the universality lass, d = 3 and

n = 1. Our presentation will be limited to the harater-

ization of the asymptoti singular behavior of a property,

X S , whih is expeted to follow the non-analyti power-

law

X = X
(L )

S
(��S)

�x
[1+ O (��S)] (1)

when ��S goes to zero. All the quantities whih appear in

Eq. (1) are made dimensionless (see below). ��S is a small

�nite physial �eld, assoiated to a thermodynami path

denoted by the subsript (L), whih vanishes asymptoti-

ally to CP (��S = 0 at CP). When the subsript (L)de-

note the ritial isohore of S, the assoiated �eld ��S an

be thus de�ned as the thermal �eld, ��S � �� � =
T �T c

Tc
,

whih is the dimensionless temperature distane to CP

for �uid systems. Along this ritial isohore, (L) will

be then noted + when the ritial point is approahed

from the single phase region (T > Tc;��
� > 0) and -

when the ritial point is approahed from the two-phase

region (T < Tc;��
� < 0). The exponent x is a uni-

versal number whih depends not on the system, but on

the universality lass that the system belongs to. The

redued asymptoti amplitude, X
(L )

S
is a system depen-

dent quantity. The term [1+ O (��S)]orresponds to the

so-alled Wegner expansion [11℄, whih aounts for the

deviation from power-law behaviour with inreasing ��S
due to the on�uent orretions to saling. Suh a or-

retive expansion will not be taken into onsideration in

this study [12℄. Similar power law formulations of the

singular behaviors of X S an be provided in terms of the

vanishing ordering �eld, hereafter noted h�S (with h�S = 0

at CP), when the thermodynami path to ross CP or-

responds to the ritial isotherm (with (L) � c in that

ase).

For any system S belonging to the universality lass

d = 3 and n = 1, noted �4
d= 3

(1) in the following, the

RG numerial results obtained from the non linear treat-

ment of �4 model in three dimensions [3, 4, 5℄, are of

su�ient auray to verify the two-sale fator univer-

sality hypothesis. Therefore, there are only ten universal

relations between the twelve asymptoti amplitudes as

there are only ten saling laws related to twelve riti-

al exponents [13℄. As a result, the non-universality of

�4
d= 3

(1), an be adequately haraterized by seletion of

two independent asymptoti amplitudes. In this present

study, we hose the two amplitudes, �+ and D c
, de�ned

as follows:

i) along the ritial isohore in the single phase region

(��S > 0;h�S = 0;(L)� + )

‘S = �
+
(�

�

S)
��

(2)

ii) along the ritial isotherm (��S = 0;h�S 6= 0;(L)�

c)

h
�

S = D
cjm �

Sj
�

(3)

where � and � are the two ritial exponents of respe-

tive universal value. m �

S is the order parameter (OP)

density for the transition, while h�S is it ongugate or-

dering �eld. ‘�S is the orrelation length of the OP

density �utuations. For the ase where S is a one-

omponent �uid in the lose viinity to its CP, (with the

�uid sublass noted V LC P in the following), OP den-

sity is proportional to the di�erene between the number

density (n =
N

V
=

�

m �p
) and the ritial number density

(nc =
�c
m �p

), i.e. m �

S � �n � / �n = n � n c =
��

m �p
=

��� c

m �p

(N is the total amount of matter, i.e. the total number

of onstitutive partiles, and V is the total volume of the

system). Its onjugate ordering �eld is then proportional

to the di�erene between the hemial potential per par-

tile (��p = �� � m �p) and the ritial hemial potential

(��p;c = �c � m �p), i.e. h
�

S � �� �

�p / �� �p = ��p � ��p;c =

�� � m �p = (�� � ��;c)� m �p. We note that the mass

density � and the hemial potential per mass unit ��
are the two onjugated density-�eld variables when the

thermodynamis is normalized per mass unit [14℄.

In Table 1, we present the results of RG treatment

where we an easily verify that the two numbers, �+ and

D c
are su�ient for omplete alulation of all the other

asymptoti amplitudes [15℄. The estimated values of the

two independent exponents, � and �, are 0:63 and 4:815,

respetively [4℄.

We emphasize however that this RG formulation of

universal features for any omplete lass is only the on-

sequene of the basi assumptions in this theoretial ap-

proah [16℄. Indeed, this approah assumes analytial

relations between the two relevant renormalized �elds,

t� and h�, of the model, and the orresponding physial

�elds, ��S and h�S , of the system. In the asymptoti near

ritial domain, these relations are given by

t� = #��S + O

h

(��S)
2
;��Sh

�

S

i

(4)

h� =  h�S + O

h

(h�S)
2
;��Sh

�

S

i

(5)

where the sale fators # and  are mandatory system-

dependent parameters. The onept of two-sale fator

universality lies behind the diret linearization of equa-

tions (4) and (5) [10, 16℄, aording to whih eah sys-

tem is haraterized uniquely by the two fators, # and

 , linked to ��S and h�S , respetively [10, 16℄. It is there-

fore equivalent to haraterize the non-universality of the

�uid, either by two independent amplitudes, suh as �+

and D c
, or by the two sale fators, # and  [17℄.
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a. Universality lass Amplitudes Amplitude ombinations Exponents Saling laws

Thermodynamis

&

Correlations

Independent

quantities

�
+

D
c

� = 0:63

� = 4:815

Universality

A+

D̂

R
+

�
= �

+
�

A
+
�1

d

R D = D
c

�

D̂

� � + 1

2

�

�

d� = 2� �
2��
d

=
� �1
� + 1

Thermodynamis

Independent

quantities

D
c
;A

+
�;�

Universality

�
c

A
c

�
+

B

�
�

A
�

l= ��
c
(D

c
)
1

�

Q A c = A
c

h

�A
+
(D

c
)
1

�

i � �

2� �

Q � + =
�

�
+
�� + 1

�

h�

A
+
�� �1

(D
c
)
2

i1

�

Q B = B

�
D

c

A +

� 1

� + 1

�
+
=�

�

A
+
=A

�


c

�
c



�


0

�
0


c
=

� �1
�

�
c
=

�(� + 1)

2��

 =
(2��)�(� �1)

� + 1

� = 2��
� + 1

 = 
0

� = �
0

Correlations

Independent

quantities

�
+
; D̂ �;�

Universality

�
c

�
�

Q �c = �
c

�

D̂

� � + 1

2d�

�
+
=�

�

�
c

�
0

�
c
= 2=(d+ 2� �)

� = �
0

b. relations to the amplitude ombinations de�ned in Table 1 of referene [13℄

Q A c =

h

R A c=
�

R �+

�2d
i��=(2��)

Q � + =

h

(R �)
2
(R C )

� �1
i1=�

Q B = (R �=R C )
1=(� + 1)

Q �c =

h

Q 2Q 3=�(RD )
1=�

i2� =(� �1)

8

>><

>>:

R � = �
+
D B

� �1

R C = A
+
�
+
=B

2

R A c =

h�

�
+
�2
(A

c
)
�
id

(�
c
)
�

8

><

>:

Q 1 = �
c
�
�

B
� �1

�
+
��1=�

Q 2 =
�

�
+
=�

�
�

(�
c
=�)

2��

Q 3 = D̂
�

�
+
�2��

=�
+

Table I: a. Equivalene between the ten universal amplitude ombinations and the ten saling laws onneting the twelve

asymptoti amplitudes and the twelve ritial exponents, respetively, for the universality lass d = 3 and n = 1. The

de�nitions and notations are those used in Ref. [13℄, exept for the four new universal ratios Q A c
, Q � + , Q B (whih have been

introdued in the �Thermodynamis� part), and Q �c (whih have been introdued in the �Correlations� part) of this Table. Of

ourse, they are onneted to the other universal ratios proposed in Ref. [13℄, as shown in the lower part b. In part a, eah

mixed desription and eah separated desription of the thermodynami properties and the orrelation funtions are made in

terms of the two amplitude-exponent pairs seleted as being independent.

III. CHARACTERISTIC PARAMETERS OF

VLCP

The singular thermodynami properties of a pure �uid

are usually expressed in redued form using Tc, pc and

�c [18℄. Suh a proedure, however presents di�ulties

[19℄. The results are often given in terms of the ritial

ompression fator Zc whih is de�ned by the relation

Zc =
pcm �p

�ckB Tc
(6)

and whih is a harateristi parameter of eah pure �uid.

Moreover, the knowledege of the three ritial parame-

ters, Tc, pc and �c is not su�ient to de�ne the thermo-

dynami paths of rossing CP. Indeed, the de�nition of

these lines require not only to loalise the ritial point

in the phase spae, but also to provide the position of

the tangent plane with respet to the phase surfae at

this point. To preise that topologial aspet, we on-

sider the phase surfae of equation f(p;�;T) = 0 used

by the experimentalists, whih results from the equation

of state p(v�p;T)= �

�
@a�p

@v�p

�

T
, where a�p (T;v�p)is the Hel-

moltz energy per partile, and v�p =
1

n
=

m �p

�
is the vol-

ume per partile (onsidering here a one-omponent �uid

at onstant amount of matter and the thermodynami

potentials normalized per partile, suh as for example

a�p (T;v�p)=
A (T;V;N )

N
, where A (T;V;N ) is the total Hel-

moltz free energy).

The tangent plane to this phase surfae at CP is de-

�ned by two orthogonal lines whih pass through CP. One

diretion is trivial - parallel to the axis of the normalized

extensive variable v�p - and is ommon to all the �uids

(re�eting in�nite value of their isothermal suseptibil-

ity at CP). On the ontrary, the seond (�nite) diretion

is harateristi of eah pure �uid. It is de�ned as the
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ommon limiting slope 
0

c at the ritial point, in the p;T

diagram, of the saturation vapor pressure urve psat(T)

and of the isohori pressure p(T;�c) along the ritial

isohore. 
0

c an be expressed as


0

c =
@

@T
[p(T;�c)]T ! T

+
c
=

d

dT
[psat(T)]T ! T

�

c
(7)

In view of the thermodynami approah to CP, there

are four marosopi ritial parameters. We unambigu-

ously de�ne four new quantities given by the following

equations [19℄

(�c)
�1

= kB Tc (8)

�c =

�
kB Tc

pc

� 1

d

(9)

Zc =
pcm �p

�ckB Tc
(10)

Yc = 
0

c

Tc

pc
� 1 (11)

where (�c)
�1

and �c are two quantities evaluated at

the CP, with dimensions of energy and length, respe-

tively. They are su�ient to redue the physial quanti-

ties of �uids into their dimensionless form [20℄. Zc and Yc
are then two dimensionless parameters, harateristis of

eah �uid.

The analyses of the thermodynami analogies between

systems belonging to the same universality lass [8, 9℄

are at the origin of the relations (10) and (11). These

analogies establish the symmetry properties of the har-

ateristis surfaes [9℄. For the ase of pure �uids along

the ritial isohore in the single phase domain, the nor-

malized �eld

p

T
seems thus the analog of the density of

the total Gibbs free energy for the ase of Ising systems

belonging to �4
d= 3

(1)(onsidering then the system main-

tained at onstant volume and the thermodynamis nor-

malized per volume unit) [21, 22℄. The de�nition of �c,

suh as a length unit of Eq. (9), arises from the natu-

ral redution of

p

T
by the orresponding ritial intensive

parameters (whih are then non-dependent of the total

volume of the system). The fat that the asymptoti di-

vergene of the spei� heat at onstant volume along

this path is only due to the ontribution of the singular

part of

p

T
, is also taken into aount in establishing the

dimensionless form of Yc given by Eq. (11) [21, 23℄.

We emphasize that the dimensionless numbers Zc and

Yc are not two of the twelve dimensionless asymptoti

amplitudes of �4d= 3 (1)whih are de�ned in Table 1.

All the pure �uids should show universal behavior pre-

dited by RGmethods is an introdutive hypothesis given

in the present work. Consequently, we admit that �+ and

D c
are related to Zc and Yc by both funtional forms

given below

�+ = �+ (Yc;Zc) (12)

D c
= D c

(Yc;Zc) (13)

It stands out that this new formulation of our hypothesis

has an important topologial harateristi. The fun-

tional relations (12) and (13) assume that all the infor-

mation neessary to desribe the asymptoti behavior in

approahing the CP is ontained in the loation of this

point at the harateristi surfae and the tangent plane

to this surfae at this point.

IV. PHENOMENOLOGICAL DETERMINATION

OF �
+
AND D

c

The seletion of the amplitudes, �+ and D c
, indiates

two paths of thermodynami approah whih are distint

in their thermodynami nature. One path is on the rit-

ial isohore (a line for a �uid at onstant extensivity)

and the other path is on the ritial isotherm (a line for

a �uid at onstant intensivity).

Equations (12) and (13) an be simpli�ed if eah

asymptoti amplitude is only a funtion of one of the

fators. Yc should be for the ritial isohore sine it is

the redued form of the slope of the potential

p

kB T
along

this path. To establish a onnetion between Zc and the

ritial isotherm, we need to resort to the results of GR

whih show that the amplitude D c
is related to the am-

plitude

bD through the universal ratio R D = D c

�

bD

� � + 1

2

(see Table I). Sine

bD has one divergent quantity at the

exat ritial point (t� = 0;h� = 0), Zc and

bD are the

only parameters de�ned uniquely at the exat ritial-

ity. Therefore, it is legitimate to assoiate the Zc spei�

role to the ritial isotherm sine the diretion of the

tangent plane along this line is also de�ned by this same

parameter, for every pure �uid. We lay down therefore

the importane of these phenomenologial observations

to introdue two supplementary hypotheses.

i) The dimensionless number Yc is harateristi of

only the singular asymptoti domain along the ritial

isohore.

ii) The dimensionless number Zc is harateristi of

only the singular asymptoti domain along the ritial

isotherm.

Thus, the above funtional forms (12) and (13) an be

modi�ed as follows:

�
+
= �

+
(Yc) (14)

D c
= D c

(Zc) (15)
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The phenomenologial arguements whih permit to ex-

pliit the above funtional forms will be provided in a

more detailled manner in the following setions. How-

ever, for pratial (ritial) dimensional analysis, the

above funtional forms (14) and (15) an be already writ-

ten as the following equations

�+ (Yc)
�
= YG (16)

D c
(Zc)

�
= FG (17)

where we expet that �, �, YG and FG have the same

values for all pure �uids. Sine the experimental values

of Zc and Yc are available for a large number of �uids,

there are six unknown quantities in equations (16) and

(17).

For the determination of the above unknown parame-

ters �, �, YG and FG , it is in priniple su�ient to know

the experimental values for �+ and D c
for only two �u-

ids with di�erent Zc and Yc values. We emphasize that

the asymptoti nature of the amplitudes �+ and D c
im-

poses that experiments to be performed in the region as

lose as possible to CP, with high relative auray [14℄,

partiulary in order to minimize the ontribution of the

orretive terms [24℄ in the Wegner expansion.

The previous onditions are partly realized in the Fran-

hau�er di�ration experiments [25℄, and in some light

sattering experiments [26, 27, 28, 29℄, for the three �uids

X e, SF6, and C O 2. However, the amplitude D c
, whih

an only be dedued from the results of the di�ration ex-

periments, remains determined with a large unertainty,

re�eting the impossibility to observe diretly the ritial

shape of the ritial isotherm for the hemial potential

of a pure �uid [30℄.

This is why it would be preferable to �nd another way

whih would enable the alulation of D c
, avoiding the

di�ulties mentioned previously, but maintaining always

enable the unequivoal determination of �, �, YG and

FG . Indeed, the values of the three amplitudes �+ , �+

and B , where any two of whih are independent, an be

obtained with aeptable preision from experiments. �+

is the amplitude for the power law divergene of the sus-

eptibility along the ritial isohore in the single phase

domain and B is the amplitude of the power law top-

shape of the vapor-liquid oexistene urve in the two

phase domain. We an thus utilize the theoretial uni-

versal value of the amplitude ombination R � (see Table

I) to obtain D c
knowing �+ and B . More generally, start-

ing with the experimental values for any amplitude pair

made from the three amplitudes �+ , �+ and B , the re-

maining non-seleted amplitude and D c
an be alulated

from the following universal amplitude ombinations (see

Table I)

R = R
+

�
(R C )

�
1

d = �+
�
B 2

�+

� 1

d

(18)

R � = D
c
B
��1

�
+

(19)

using their estimated values R
+

�
= 0:27, R C = 0:066, (i.e.

R = 0:66811), and R � = 1:7 [5℄.

In pratie, we hose xenon as the referene �uid for

VLCP. The spei� ontributions of Zc and Yc beome

evidened by the X e� SF6 omparison (where only the

ontribution of Yc is signi�ant) and the X e� C O 2 om-

parison (where both the ontributions are mixed). In

suh onditions, by using all the possible ombinations

together with experimental values of the three asymp-

toti amplitudes, �+ , B and �+ , we obtained the follow-

ing empirial values of the onstants, � and �

� = 1:55� 0:15 (20)

� = � 0:12� 0:06 (21)

The unertainty of the exponent �, beause of its small

value, re�ets two unfavorable onditions for its deter-

mination, whih are: i) the small di�erenes in the Zc

values for the three seleted �uids; ii) the large relative

variation of the alulated D c
values resulting from the

di�erent hoies of the entry pair made of two indepen-

dent amplitudes.

As of today, there exists a lot amount of experiments

for pure �uids lose to their ritial points to inrease

the preision on the estimated values of the exponents �

and � using the method desribed above. However, our

phenomenologial approah implies other onstraints on

� and � whih permit their determination, speially from

saling arguements. This is beause the universality of

the sub-lass of �uids is neessarily the one predited by

the RG theory. As a partiular point, the two only inde-

pendent ritial exponents are � and �, seleted in se-

tion 2 and de�ned in Table I. Consequently, in onformity

with the two hypothesis formulated at the beginning of

this setion, there are also unequivoal relations between

� and � along the ritial isohore and between � and �

along the ritial isotherm. Here, we immediatly provide

the expliit forms of these relations

� =
1

�
;with� = 0:63;� = 1:587 (22)

� =
� 2

3(� + 1)
;with� = 4:815;� = � 0:11465 (23)

The above relations will be disussed more in depth in

setions 5 and 6 where we introdue the sale dilatation

of the �eld distanes to the CP on eah of these paths

whih is the only method able to provide the Eqs. (16),

(17), (22), and (23). In suh a basi approah, we an

already pointed out that the linearization of the ther-

mal �eld relation for example (see Eq. (4), added to the
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�
�

10
�10

m
�

1 2 3 4

Ar 1:5 1:61

K r 1:61 1:73

X e 1:76 1:89 1:85� 0:1 1:86� 0:1

C O 2 1:46 1:56 1:5� 0:1 1:50� 0:1

SF6 1:84 1:96 1:9� 0:1 1:86� 0:1

C 2H 6 1:80 1:84 1:8� 0:1

C C lF3 1:82 1:95� 0:15

N H 3 1:35 1:44

C 2H 4 1:73 1:89

C H 4 1:64 1:72

N 2 1:54 1:62

O 2 1:48 1:62

F2 1:39

H 2O 1:20 1:34

C F4 1:66

p� H 2 1:63 1:87
4
H e 1:92 2:15

3
H e 2:31 2:67

C 3H 8 1:89 2:04

Table II: Values in Å of the asymptoti ritial amplitude �
+

0

of the orrelation length along the ritial isohore (T > Tc)

for neinteen pure �uids.

Column 1 : our determination using equations (9), (11),

(16), (22), and (24), with �
+

0
= �c�

+
.

Column 2 : alulated values in a semi-empirial way by

Sengers et al (see Ref. [35℄).

Column 3 : experimental values obtained by light sattering

intensity measurements and turbidity measurements by

Garrabos et al in the LIMHP (see Ref. [29℄).

Column 4 : experimental values reported by Sengers and

Moldover in Ref. [32℄ and by Sengers in Ref. [33℄ (for

original referenes of the experimental works see refs.

[25, 26, 27, 28℄).

reent preditions of Bagnuls and Bervillier [10℄ for the

asymptoti singular power law divergene of the orrela-

tion length along the ritial isohore, give evidene for

the relation � = 1=�.

With the values of � and � given by Equations (22)

and (23), we obtain the onstants YG and FG by using

the values of the amplitudes �+ and B for xenon, hosen

as one standard ritial �uid [31, 32, 33, 34℄

YG = 0:380 (24)

FG = 0:526 (25)

A �rst time limited justi�ation of the phenomenolog-

ial equations is provided in Tables II and III.

In Table II, we ompare for about twenty or so �uids,

the values of the amplitude �
+

0
= �c�

+
obtained by using

equations (9), (11), (16), (22) and (24) with experimental

data [29, 32, 33℄ and with their values alulated using a

semi-empirial approah [35℄.

In Table III, we ompare for X e, SF6, and C O 2, the

values of �+ , D c
, B , and �+ , determined using our

method, with their experimental values.

The results given in these Tables show that our hy-

potheses, introduing the two ritial parameters Zc and

Yc as being the harateristi numbers for the singular

domain of pure �uids, are realisti.

V. MASTER SINGULAR BEHAVIOUR OF

THERMODYNAMIC POTENTIALS

We have assumed that the ontribution of eah har-

ateristi fator an be separated along two distint lines

on the phase surfae f(P;�;T) = 0. As a result, the

asymptoti form of at least one among the (non-analyti)

thermodynami properties whih are de�ned on eah line

is also entirely haraterized by the fator it is assoi-

ated with. In all generality, this thermodynami property

omes from the singular ontribution of the appropriate

thermodynami potential and ats suh as an equation

of state. This is why we reformulate our two hypothesis

in onsideration of the ritial behaviour of two thermo-

dynami potentials, the seletion of whih were already

justi�ed by analogy between pure �uids and magneti

systems of spins [21℄.

Hypothesis 1: When saled by the fator Yc, the asymp-

toti behavior of �p �
- the di�erene of the dimension-

less thermodynami potential

�
p

T

��
from its ritial value

�
p

T

��

c
at CP - along the ritial isohore, in the single

phase region, is the same for all pure �uids.

Hypothesis 2: When saled by the fator Zc, the

asymptoti behavior of �� �

�p - the di�erene of the di-

mensionless hemial potential ���p and its ritial value

���p;c at CP - along the ritial isotherm, is the same for

all pure �uids.

In order to view the results predited from hypothesis

1 and 2, we onsider the ritial behavior, shematized

on one appropriate �eld-potential diagram, of two dif-

ferent pure �uids, that are labelled by the subsript i,

whih means i= I and i= II. Crossing CP along the

thermodynami path (L), with {(L)� � for the ritial

isohore, (L)� c for the ritial isotherm}, the thermo-

dynami potential G , with fG =
p

T
;��pg, is a funtion

of the �eld g, with fg = T;ng. Figure 1a illustrates the

distintion on the two urves G i(g)j(L ) with fi= I;IIg.

At eah ritial point g = gc, the potential has the value

G = G c:Of partiular interest is the potential di�erene

�G = G � G c, whih is a funtion of the �eld distane

�g = g� g c measured along (L).

The redution of the quantities �G and �g an in-

volve appropriate ombination of the energy sale fator

(�c)
�1

, see Eq. (8), and the length sale fator �c, see

Eq. (9). The results of the dimensionless proessing are

given in Figure 1b where eah urve is represented by the
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X e SF6 C O 2

m �p

�

10
�26

kg
�

21:803 24:252 7:308

(0) pc (M P a) 5:84 3:76 7:3753

�c
�

kgm
�3
�

1110 737 467:8

Tc (K ) 289:74 318:70 304:14


0

c

�

M P aK
�1
�

0:119 0:0835 0:170

(1) (�c)
�1

= kB Tc
�

10
�21

J
�

4:0 4:4 4:2

�c =

�
kB Tc

pc

� 1

d
�

10
�10

m
�

8:815 10:54 8:29

Zc =
pcm �p

�ckB Tc
0:287 0:281 0:274

Yc = 
0

c
Tc

pc
� 1 4:9 6:08 6:01

(2) �
+
=

�
YG

Yc

��

0:1997 0:1745 0:175

D
c
=

�
F G

Z c

��
3(� + 1)

2

5:0410
�3

4:2410
�3

3:4210
�3

(3) �
+

0
= �c�

+
�

10
�10

m
�

1:76 1:84 1:45

(4) �
+

0
(exp); Table II; Ref. [33℄ 1:86� 0:10 1:86� 0:10 1:50� 0:10

�
+

0
(exp); Table II; Ref. [29℄ 1:85� 0:10 1:9� 0:1 1:5� 0:1

(3) D
c
L G S = (Zc)

�(� + 1)
D

c
7:2 6:8 6:3

(5) D
c
L G S (m in); see Ref. [19℄ 6:13 5:51 5:92

D
c
L G S (m ax); see Ref. [19℄ 7:53 7:10 6:93

(3) B L G S = Zc

��
R �

D c

��
R

�+

�d
� 1

� + 1

1:455 1:575 1:59

(5) B L G S (exp); see Ref. [25℄ 1:48 1:56 1:54

B L G S (exp); see Ref. [32℄ 1:42� 0:06 1:62� 0:06 1:42� 0:05

(3) �
+

L G S
= (Zc)

2

�
R �

D c

� 2

� + 1

�
R

�+

�2��

0:0565 0:044 0:046

(5) �
+

L G S
(exp); see Ref. [32℄ 0:058� 0:002 0:046� 0:004 0:046� 0:002

Table III: Results for X e, SF6, and C O 2 of mass partile m �p.

Lines (0) : Generalized ritial parameters of the pure �uids.

Lines (1) : Charateristi parameters of the pure �uids de�ned by Equations (8) to (11).

Lines (2) : Calulated values of the asymptoti amplitudes �
+
and D

c
from the harateristis parameters, using Eqs. (8) to

(25).

Lines (3) : Calulated values of the asymptotis amplitudes �
+

0
= �c�

+
, D

c
L G S , B L G S , and �

+

L G S
(see Refs. [20, 30, 34℄). See

the Table I and the text for de�nitions and estimated values of the amplitude ombinations R and R � .

Lines (4) : Experimental values of �
+

0
following Table II.

Lines (5) : Values of D
c
L G S , B L G S , and �

+

L G S
obtained by di�erent analyses of the data from the the Fraunhofer di�ration

experiments (see Ref. [25℄).

following funtional form

�G �
= f�i (�g

�
)j
(L )

(26)

Following hypothesis 1 and 2, we an now transform

these urves into a master urve, the funtional equation

of whih is given by

G�� (�G
�
)= F �

(L )[D
�

� (�g
�
)] (27)

where F �

(L )
is a funtion whih does not depend on the

pure �uid under onsideration but only on the thermo-

dynami path to ross CP. On the other hand, the new di-

mensionless funtions G�
�
(�G �)and D �

�
(�g �)whih ap-

pear on equation (27), depend on �G �
and �g �

through

the dimensionless number � whih is harateristi of

(L), with � = Y c for the ritial isohore (L)� � , and

� = Z c for the ritial isotherm (L)� c. For explaining

this dependeny, we resort to the general view of the sale

dilatation of the physial �eld [36℄, whih is haraterized

here by the sale fator �. The quantities �G and �g

transform with dilatation to the following quantities

G�� = �
E
�G �

�
�
(L )

(28)

D �

� = �
e
�g �j

(L )
(29)

where E (L ) and e(L ) are the same values for all the pure

�uids. In suh onditions, the master urve along (L)

desribed by equation (27) is given in Figure 1, where

the renormalized variables G�
�

and D �

�
are obtained by

equations (28) and (29).

For a better representation of the sale dilatation de-

�ned on eah path, we derive now the equations (26) to
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Figure 1: a) Shemati asymptoti behaviours along the rit-

ial path (L)of the thermodynami potential G as a funtion

of the �eld g, for pure �uids I and II.

b) Shemati asymptoti behaviours of the dimensionless

potential di�erene �G
�
versus the dimensionless �eld

distane �g
�
to the ritial point. The method to make

dimensionless the potential G and the �eld g, involves

separately either the length sale fator �c [see Eq. (9)℄ or

the energy one (�c)
�1

[see Eq. (8)℄.

) Master asymptoti behaviour [see Eq. (27)℄ along (L)of

the renormalized potential G
�
as a funtion of the

renormalized �eld D
�
, for every �uids. This behaviour is

obtained using sale dilatations [see Eqs. (28) and (29)℄ of

axes in �gure 1b, whih take into aount the saling fator

� related to (L). � is a harateristi parameter of eah

pure �uid.

(29), and the relations (16) and (17) introdued in the

previous setion. In these next developments, we will

onsider only the non-analyti asymptoti ontributions

of the di�erent funtions [12℄.

A. Sale dilatation along the ritial isotherm

The master saling form of the renormalized hemial

potential, H �
at the ritial isotherm is given by [18, 21℄

H �
= ZH jM �j

�
(30)

where M �
is the renormalised order parameter (H �

and

M �
are two dual variables with respet to one appro-

priate renormalized thermodynami potential). ZH is

a number whih has the same value for all pure �uids.

In aordane with equations (28) and (29), we de�ne

the following quantities renormalized along the ritial

isotherm as

H �
= (Zc)

V
��

�

�p (31)

M �
= (Zc)

v
�n �

(32)

The asymptoti amplitude, D c
, is related to the redued

physial quantities, �� �

�p and �n �
, by the following ex-

pression

�� �

�p = D cj�n �j
�

(33)

As a result, we obtain the relation

D
c
= ZH (Zc)

v��V
(34)

whih assumes the following form

(D
c
)

1

V � v� Zc = (ZH )
1

V � v�
(35)

equivalent to equation (17).

An examination of equation (35) shows that the values

of V and v are linked to � through equations (17) and

(23). The renormalized variables de�ned by equations

(31) and (32) are related by equation (30). Renormal-

ization by only one variable is su�ient to haraterize

the sale dilatation along the ritial isotherm. The two

new numbers introdued in this setion (ZH and one ex-

ponent V or v) are linked to FG and � introdued pre-

viously through the relation (17). The fat that we have

not been able to determine the value of the exponent �

with ertainty in setion 4, or the two equivalent expo-

nents V and v in this setion, prevents us going further

with our phenomenologial approah (due to the fat that

all the dimensionless quantities an be always de�ned at

an unknown power of Zc).

B. Sale dilatation along the ritial isohore

When approahing CP along the ritial isohore in

the single phase domain, it is possible to quantify the

sale dilatation assoiated to this path. The redued dif-

ferenes of physial quantities are expressed in terms of

pressure and temperature in the following manners

�p �
=

p

T

Tc

pc
� 1 (36)
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�� � � �S =
T

Tc
� 1 (37)

In aordane with our hypothesis 1 and the adopted

notation, the renormalized variables are de�ned by the

following relations

P �
= (Yc)

W
�p �

(38)

T �
= (Yc)

w
�� �

(39)

For �4
d= 3

(1), the non-analyti asymptoti term of the

thermodynami potential P �
de�ned along the ritial

isohore varies as (T �)
2��

[21, 23℄. Partiularly for

the pure �uid sublass, experiments predominantly show

that �p �
has a term linear in �� �

, whih justi�es the ad-

dition of one regular ontribution, (/ T �), to P �
. Con-

sidering the dominant regular and non-analyti terms,

the master saling form of the potential P �
should be

given by

P �
= a1T

�
+ Z +

P
(T �

)
2��

+ ::: (40)

where a1 and Z
+

P
take the same values for all pure �uids.

Taking into aount the de�nition of the harateristi

parameter Yc, the seletion of values W = 0 and w = 1

for equations (38) and (39) implies that a1 = 1. Aord-

ingly, the renormalized variables are properly de�ned by

the following equations

P � � �p
�

(41)

T �
= Yc��

�
(42)

where Yc plays the role of the multipliative fator for

the dimensionless thermal distane generally used in ex-

periments.

With these partiular hoies, the form of equation

(17) desribed in the previous setion is now exat. In

fat, the singular behavior of the renormalized heat a-

paity C� is proportional to the seond derivative of the

potential onsidered above. Correspondingly, the asymp-

toti amplitude A +
of the dimensionless singular part

�c �

V of the physial heat apaity at onstant volume, is

de�ned as follows

�c �

V =
A +

�
(�� �

)
��

[1+ :::] (43)

As a result, there is a relation between A +
and Yc given

by

A
+
= Z

+

A
(Yc)

2��
(44)

where Z
+

A
is a unique value for every pure �uid (Z

+

A

depends on the unique value Z +

P
and the universal value

of �, due to the appropriate de�nition of the renormalized

heat apaity).

As the RG theory predits the existene of the uni-

versal ratio, R
+

�
(Table 1), we an dedue the following

relation from equation (44)

(�)
d

2� � Yc = (R �)
d

2� �

�

Z +

A

� 1

2� �
(45)

Equation (45) is equivalent (from a onstant power ex-

ponent) to equation (16) and is to do with the saling

law of Josephon between the ritial exponents � and �

(Table I).

The formulation and the steps folllowed in this se-

tion for derivation of equation (16) and (17) harater-

ize the non-universal transformations of physial �elds.

We antiipate that with these transformations, singular

behavior of the properties of pure �uids on eah of the

thermodynami paths onsidered here will be idential.

These phenomenologial results are therefore omparable

to the preditions of Bagnuls and Bervillier.

VI. COMPARISON WITH THE THEORETICAL

RESULTS OBTAINED BY BAGNULS AND

BERVILLIER [10℄

Along the ritial isohore of pure �uids, we propose

the sale dilatation with a phenomenologial de�nition

T �
= Yc�

�

S (46)

whih is formally equivalent to the one needed to applied

RG thehniques

t
�
= #�

�

S (47)

Following the work of Bagnuls and Bervillier, the singu-

lar behavior of the redued orrelation length depends

uniquely on the saled variable t�. The asymptoti term

of this behavior is given by

‘
�
(t
�
)= Z

+

�
(t
�
)
��

[1+ O (t
�
)] (48)

where Z
+

�
is a �universal� onstant. Using equations (2)

and (48) and taking into aount that t� is given by equa-

tion (4), the following relation an be derived

�+ = Z
+

�
#�� (49)

Equation (49) is omparable to our phenomenologial

equation (16) whih has the form given by

�+ = Z
+

�
(Yc)

�
1

�
(50)

where the relation � = 1=v is evident between the expo-

nents. On the other hand, the value of the phenomeno-

logial onstant given by

Z
+

�
= (YG )

�
(51)
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equals Z
+

�
= 0:54, as alulated from the YG value given

by equation (24), and is di�erent from the theoretial

value of Z
+

�
= 0:48, provided by the numerial treat-

ment of �4d= 3 (1). This di�erene is essentially due to the

non-universality of the redution proess of the physial

quantities. As a matter of fat, equation (48) ontains

the non-universality of the model, the origin of whih is

not easy to explain. Nevertheless, it is easy to oneive

that both non-universality and the basi hypothesis of

RG theory are partly taken into aount in the dimen-

sionless redution of the physial variables. This point is

emphasized by Bagnuls and Bervillier [10℄ and disussed

for the ase where the �uid is xenon [17℄.

In equation (50), we separated the non-universality of

the pure �uid into two terms whih are: i) The dimen-

sionless ompression fator, Zc whih is assoiated with

the two hosen units for expressing the variables in re-

dued form ; ii) The non-universal number Yc whih is the

sale fator along the ritial isohore. Our approah as-

sumes therefore that Z +

�
keeps the same numerial value

for all pure �uids. Due to a lak of a omparison between

the results from the model and the ones from the �uids

(speially on the dimensional length sale proper to the

model), there is no evident reason for Z +

�
to be a uni-

versal number proper to �4
d= 3

(1), and therefore equal to

the Z
+

�
value found in Ref. [10℄.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We assumed that the asymptoti singular behavior of

a pure �uid at equilibrium lose the gas-liquid ritial

point an be entirely haraterized by four marosopi

parameters. These parameters desribe the loation of

the ritial point on the harateristi surfae and the

tangent plane to this surfae at this point. Two of these

parameters, (�c)
�1

= kB Tc and �c =

�
kB Tc
pc

� 1

d

, are pa-

rameters whih are evaluated at CP and have units of

energy and length, respetively. The remaining two pa-

rameters are Yc = 
0

c
Tc
pc

� 1 and Zc =
Pcm �p

�ckB Tc
, both of

whih are dimensionless numbers.

In aordane with the two-sale fator universality

predited by the RG theory, we proposed two relations

between the two asymptoti amplitudes �+ and D c
and

the parameters, Yc and Zc. We thus de�ne a new system

dependent set made of 12 theoretial asymptoti ampli-

tudes for �4d= 3 (1)and two experimentally aessible pa-

rameters, Yc and Zc. As a onsequene, the ritial sin-

gular behavior of eah pure �uid whih is de�ned in RG

approah by the seletion of two amplitudes is de�ned in

our phenomenologial approah by the four parameters,

�c, �c, Yc and Zc.

We moved forward with two hypothesis for de�nition

of the the singular behavior of the thermodynami poten-

tial along the ritial isohore and the ritial isotherm.

As part of these hypothesis, we proposed a sale fator

transformation of the redued physial �elds as funtions

of the distane to the ritial point along these paths. We

obtained simple relationships between the two asymp-

toti amplitudes taken as the system dependent parame-

ters in the RG theory and the harateristi experimen-

tal parameters, Yc and Zc. Comparison with the results

of the GR approah shows that the proposed method of

sale fator transformation of physial �elds is equivalent

to the one in the theoretial approah.

We are now working on testing the universality as-

soiated with the ontribution of the �rst term of the

non-analyti orretion to the asymptoti behavior [10℄.
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Note added 15 Deember 2005

To onform with the usual notation of the dimension-

less energy suh as �E with � =
1

kB T
, the present de�ni-

tion of the energy sale fator orresponds to the inverse

of the energy sale fator de�ned in the initial frenh ver-

sion of this paper. In addition, the present length sale

notation �c =
kB Tc
pc

replaes the initial one a =
kB Tc
pc

(to

avoid onfuse situation with the Helmholtz free energy

density a(T;n)=
A (T;V;N )

V
). The hemial potential per

partile ��p is here labellized with the deorated subript

�p, to make expliit distintions with the hemial poten-

tial per mass unit, noted ��, and with the pressure, noted

p. The dimensionless leading amplitudes of the susep-

tibility, noted C +
, C �

and C c
in the initial frenh ver-

sion, are presently noted �+ , �� and �c (respetively), to

onform with atual standard notations of �uid singular-

ities. In the Table I, a printing power index mistake was

orreted in the de�nition of the universal ombination

Q �+
whih now reads Q �+ = (�+ )

� + 1

�

h

(A + )
��1

(D c)
2
i1

�

.

Some font modi�ations between english and frenh ver-

sions are onsistent with atual fonts used in reent re-

lated papers.
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